7.2- Best Practices
7.2.1- Describe at least two institutional best practices
Best Practice-1
Mulya Paripath
1.Tital of the practice:
To inhibit human values in students by practicing human values hibits in them.
2 Obituaries of the practice:
To inhibit human values in students
To create the necessary atmosphere for that.
To motivate students self motivation for human values
To make students aware of human value
By inculcating human value to make students self confidence and develop stage courage in
them
3 The Content:
Students generally Aqua knowledge throw a classroom teachers making
students understand real life students is essential therefore there is a need of inhabitation of
human value for real life the college in test is mulya for effort activity through the motivating and
providing basic human value habit
4 The practice:
Mulya Paripath- Inhibiting human values in student this practice is observed in
college every Saturday in the morning from 8:00 to 9:00 a m
For this, a student group has been formed. This group makes preparation for actual execution of
the price. They prepare suitable words, write Saraswati Pujan, enlighting lamps, to decide for
the occasion, selecting students for telling valuable thoughts of moral stories, to host the
program of thanks for votes etc. These Preparations are done a day before this time birthdays
of all college staff people in that particular week are celebrated by giving them flowers and good
wishes and congratulating them.
'Mulya Paripath' begins with Saraswati Puja and enlightening the Lamp. Then college
Prayer is sung together. Two students one by one tell moral stories and good thoughts. Every
time while participating in these programmes, reference students are given an opportunity. The
presidents also guide them to inculcate human values in them. Then group reading of
constitution and group song is sung. Lastly, the National Anthem is sung.
Because of Pre-noticing to the students by faculties, they make preparations very well
for the program
Success of the practice:
Students became very well aware of human values and inculcating them to create
good and atmosphere among them all students attend this practice. Every time they various
good thoughts and moral stories
They happily participate in this practice. It is seen that students have perfectly learnt human
values and have developed their personality all-rounded. It helps them to enhance their
academic practices also.

Best practice-2
Nirantar Paritoshik Yojana
1 Title of the practice:
Long lasting Prize distribution scheme
2 Objectives of the practice:
To collect money by the donors willingly.
To motivate students to get prizes.
To keep a record of their achievements.
To develop Competitive attitude among students.
To congratulate and motivate students by prizes.
3 The Context :Students achieved good marks and stand in merit or first in college. Their
achievement should be recorded in college and also congratulate them in the College
programme. To inspire and motivate them, practice is necessary.
4. the Practice :It is a very unique idea of this college. Very many donors have contributed in this scheme.
The donors' names are written on the wall of entrance of college to exhibit respect about them.
The amount collected under this practice is deposited in the account on the name of college. At
the time of actual price-distribution ceremony interest of this amount is collected for the prizes to
be given during that particular years.
At the occasion of yearly gathering, prizes and certificates are given to the meritorious
students by the respected guest at that time. The qualified students of YCMOU, Nashik Merit
B.Ed. students are also congratulated at this time by giving them prizes according to their
merits, for it total marks gained are taken into account.for prizes percentage of interest of the
Amount is decided according to the merits.
5. Success of the Practice:For this special committee of faculties is formed and incharge of this committee do his
duties very well. All regular students also are present and thereby they are inspired.
In this practice, present students get inspiration by the achievement of farmer students. The
present students are inspired by the formal students who have achieved the prize and They
decide to strive like them to be honored by the prizes. They also feel like giving donations for
this Nirantar Paritoshik Yojana.

